Area Target: 4 - /v/ - /b/ - /w/

Click here to begin the audio recording.

[Two students talking after class]

A. Have you ever done any volunteer work before?
B. Actually, I’ve been working at Winton Bridges Hospital every weekend. I’m there from one to about four. I’m usually able to visit with five or six patients before I leave.
A. That sounds like a very rewarding thing to be involved with.
B. It is. How about you? Do you volunteer, too?
A. I do. Once a week, I teach basic English to newly arrived refugees. That’s every Wednesday from seven to nine in the evening. We have a blast!

Wayne B. Dickerson

/v/ | /b/ | /w/ | /v/ - /b/ - /w/
--- | --- | --- | ---
vote | boat | wish | beloved | wives
travel | bait | wait | above | well-behaved
several | labor | square | brave | Web TV
invite | abound | quiet | quibble | weave
live | slab | request | washable | wavy

*compound noun